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Brewster Transport Co. Canadian National Parks
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.882

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Brewster Transport Co. Canadian National Parks

Date: 1925 – 1966

Medium: graphite; ink on paper

Dimensions: 46.0 x 30.8 cm

Description: Multiple sketches throughout paper: 1) Boxed off drawing of a mountain,
with clouds above it and trees framing the edges, 2) A cabin surrounded
by snow, with smoke coming out of the chimney, and there are some
trees on either side of the cabin, 3) A lighthouse/fort like structure on the
edge of a rocky cliff that has ocean waves beating up against the rocks,
4) A small cabin at the bottom of a mountain surrounded by snow, there
are trees in the background and smoke coming out of the chimney, 5) In
an almond shaped outline there is a profile cartoon sketch of a man with
a large nose, wearing glasses, and he has a mustache, 6) A sketch of
three trees, 7) Profile cartoon sketch of a man in a dress shirt and tie that
is wearing a hat, 8) A mountain that is framed by trees and has a single
cloud up above the peak, 9) Full body sketch of a man in profile cartoon
style, and he is wearing a suit, 10) Cartoon sketch of a man’s head in
profile, he appears to be wearing a scarf, 11) A cactus in the middle of a
desert, 12) A sketch of a field that has trees off in the background, and is
lined with a fence made from rope and two linear objects put together in
an ‘x’ shape. In between 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11 it says “BREWSTER
TRANSPORT Co. Canadian National Parks.”
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1975

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.882
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Expression
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.924

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Expression

Date: 1915 – 1925

Medium: graphite; ink on paper

Dimensions: 15.6 x 25.3 cm

Description: Three cartoon sketches of men: 1) a bald man is laughing, and only has
three teeth, 2) a man with a stern look on his face. He is wearing what
appears to be a suit, and has glasses, 3) a man of Asian descent looks
laboured since he has sweat coming off his brow. Above the drawings it
says “LESSON No. 4 EXPRESSION”
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.924
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactspb.18.14

Artist: Barbara Spohr (1955 – 1987, Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: prior to 1987

Medium: type c print on photographic paper

Dimensions: 60.8 x 50.7 cm

Description: Most of this image is very dark in colour with the exception of the center
area where two glasses sit on a surface with strong shadows and light.
Also sitting on the table surface is a plastic bag that has the shoe man
printed on it. One glass is blue in colour and the other is red. A light
source from outside the image is casting some light through this middle
area and creating some unique shadows and atmosphere
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Credit: Gift of Barb Spohr, Calgary, 1996

Catalogue Number: SpB.18.14
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.843

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: 1925 – 1966

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 11.9 x 16.8 cm

Description: Two groups of people sitting around different tables beside each other.
The first group in the foreground is a man and a woman. The man has his
back to the viewer and is holding a cigarette. The woman is wearing
glasses and looks like she is talking to the man. The second table is
smoking as well, and is a group of two men and two woman.Verso: “The
Miyaka Hotel, (Hotel Metropole) Kyoto, Japan”
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1975

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.843
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Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.845

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Untitled
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Date: 1925 – 1966

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 14.3 x 22.1 cm

Description: Divided into thirds, there are three lines each with a set of drawings on
them. The top line has a child talking to elderly man who is walking with a
cane and adjusting his glasses. The child is pointing at a group of kids
that are sprinting ahead of him. The second line has another child
interacting with an elderly person. To their right there is a vintage car with
people inside, ahead of them is a person on a bike, and at the very front
is a child in a wagon. The third line is depicting a lineup of people
standing in line for the outhouse. inside the fold: near the TRC there is an
ink stain and a circular drawing of arrows together
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1975

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.845
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.914

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: 1915 – 1925

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 15.0 x 22.4 cm

Description: Two men each dressed in suits are drawn from profile. The one on the left
is wearing a cap, glasses and is smoking a cigarette. The man on the
right is wearing a top hat and is smoking a cigar. verso: Another man
drawn in profile, he is robust and bald. To the right of the man there is a
vase filled with leaves and flowers
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.914
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.929

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: 1915 – 1925

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 18.9 x 14.8 cm

Description: An older woman with a long nose has her hair tied up on top of her head
and is wearing glasses. Above her there is the initial sketch of a horses
head that is wearing a bridle. Below her is says “Mrs. Amarilla
McPrynose” and to the right of her is says “Who is at present suing a
newly married couple for expenses caused by cold in her right eye. She
caught the cold in the eye looking through the keyhole at them”.
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.929
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.942

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: 1925 – 1966

Medium: graphite; ink on paper

Dimensions: 36.7 x 25.5 cm

Description: A man wearing a hat and glasses leans his left elbow on a ledge, while a
woman in a long dress stands talking to him.
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.942
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactwyp.03.562

Artist: Peter Whyte (1905 – 1966, Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: 1917 – 1929

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 22.5 x 15.1 cm

Description: Pencil drawing of a man’s portrait, from shoulders, up. He is in a 3/4 pose
and frowns as he wears glasses and a tie. The word ...name is below and
left of the drawing.

Subject: man

glasses

face

portrait

tie

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: WyP.03.562
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